Electrophysiological manifestations of non-penetrating cardiac trauma
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SUMMARY Electrophysiological disturbances were observed in four cases of non-penetrating cardiac trauma. Ventricular tachycardia occurred both as an early and late complication in three, responding to medical treatment in two; it was cured by cryoablation in the other case. The fourth patient developed an isolated conduction defect associated with antero-septal myocardial infarction, the coronary arteries and left ventricular function being normal.

Non-penetrating injuries to the chest may affect the heart in several ways, including electrophysiological disturbance, in particular cardiac arrhythmia. Ventricular tachycardia poses a particular problem as it is usually incapacitating and may prove fatal. Though medications may control these arrhythmias, pacing or surgery may be required.

We report the electrophysiological consequences of non-penetrating trauma to the heart in four patients: three had ventricular tachycardia including one with a resistant arrhythmia that required operation; the remaining patient developed an isolated conduction defect.
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Case 1

A 25-year-old man had suffered from recurrent palpitation associated with chest pain and dizziness for five years. During an episode an electrocardiogram disclosed ventricular tachycardia (Fig. 1); after cardioversion there were changes consistent with old anterior infarction (Fig. 2). At the age of 7 years a horse had kicked his chest, throwing him 20 metres. Examination and routine investigations including chest x-ray were normal. Left ventricular angiography showed an apical aneurysm (Fig. 3), but the coronary arteries were normal. Despite propranolol, verapamil, and disopyramide, the

Fig. 1 Case 1: electrocardiogram during tachycardia.
tachycardia recurred. An electrophysiological study disclosed no abnormality nor could tachycardia be induced, but pacing was not attempted from the left ventricle.

At operation, a small ventricular aneurysm was found adjacent to the anterior descending branch of the left coronary artery and related to the second diagonal branch; apart from a few fibrous adhesions the heart and coronary arteries were normal. On epicardial mapping with hand-held bipolar and tripolar electrodes the signals, together with atrial and ventricular reference electrograms, were recorded simultaneously with leads I, II, III, and aVF, using an Elema Mingograf 81 direct writing recorder. During sinus rhythm activation was abnormal in the region of the aneurysm: epicardial potentials occurred up to 130 ms after the reference ventricular electrogram and well after the QRS complex (Fig. 4A). At the lower edge of the aneurysm the initial depolarisation during the QRS complex (Fig. 4B) was followed by an afterpotential and a subsequent ventricular extrasystole with the same configuration as seen during ventricular tachycardia. The relation between the reference and local potentials during the extrasystole was identical to that during tachycardia.

Ventricular tachycardia occurred spontaneously or could be initiated by two ventricular extrastimuli delivered through the ventricular reference electrode. Epicardial activation was earliest along the inferior border of the aneurysm and preceded the onset of the QRS complex by 20 ms (Fig. 4C); activation spread across the epicardial surface towards the base of the heart, again being slow along the left border of the aneurysm (Fig. 4D).

The left and inferior margin of the aneurysm was cryoablated and though conduction remained slow over the centre of the aneurysm during sinus rhythm, it proved impossible to reiniteate the tachycardia. The aneurysm was then plicated. The postoperative course was uncomplicated and he has been free from palpitation for two years.

Case 2

A 31-year-old male electrician developed chest pain and shortness of breath immediately after lifting an extremely heavy electrical cable (200 kg) and carrying it 200 metres. He was admitted to hospital and found to have ventricular tachycardia at a rate of 160 a minute. Intravenous practolol and oral digoxin had no immediate effect and the arrhythmia stopped after 23 hours. The subsequent
electrocardiogram in sinus rhythm showed transient ST and T wave abnormalities in the inferior leads. Over the next six months he continued to suffer from tachycardia which always ceased spontaneously. He was admitted to the Hammersmith Hospital for further investigation. There were no cardiac abnormalities on examination and the resting electrocardiogram was normal, with a normal QTc interval and no abnormalities of repolarisation or evidence of ventricular hypertrophy. Chest x-ray and echocardiogram were both normal. Intracardiac electrophysiology demonstrated normal atrioventricular nodal function both anterogradely and retrogradely, with no evidence of an accessory pathway or of atrioventricular nodal re-entry. On slow release quinidine (Kinidin Durules) he was free from tachycardia for two years so treatment was stopped and he has remained asymptomatic for the subsequent two years.

Case 3

A 46-year-old man had been completely well until the age of 31 when he developed a severe constricting chest pain while lifting a heavy weight. An electrocardiogram recorded three days later showed inferior myocardial infarction. He remained well until three years later when he was admitted to hospital with palpitation and shortness of breath but the electrocardiogram showed sinus rhythm. He then remained asymptomatic until one year before referral when he developed recurrent paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia. Though termination was often spontaneous, cardioversion was required 13 times in that year; there was no response to various prophylactic agents (quinidine, procainamide, disopyramide, digoxin, and beta-receptor antagonists). On admission he looked fit and had no clinical abnormalities. The resting electrocardiogram showed old inferior infarction; chest x-ray was normal. Echocardiogram showed an isovolumic contraction abnormality and the posterior wall of the left ventricle was hypokinetic. Angiography showed conspicuous inferior and apical dyskinesia with normal coronary arteries. On amiodarone (200 mg/day) he has been completely free from palpitation for two years.

Case 4

A fit 31-year-old male engineer had normal routine electrocardiograms performed for his employment on oil rigs, including a tracing in May 1977 (Fig. 5A). In June 1977 a steel plate fell on to his chest and he lost consciousness briefly. Electrocardiograms recorded 10 days after the accident, and subsequently, have consistently shown left axis deviation and loss of R waves in the anterior chest leads consistent with anterior myocardial infarction (Fig. 5B). Physical examination was normal and
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Sudden acceleration or deceleration, direct compression by the sternum, or sudden increase in intrathoracic pressure; the chest wall can instigate myocardial contusion and direct injury to a coronary artery. A wide variety of electrophysiological manifestations have been seen hours, months, or even years after the injury, including complete heart block and supraventricular and ventricular tachycardia. Ventricular tachycardia is the most dramatic consequence and may result in syncope or even death; unfortunately, its treatment is often difficult and though there are now many useful antiarrhythmic agents, alternative of treatment may occasionally be needed.

Acute myocardial infarction with subsequent development of a left ventricular aneurysm, as in case 1, is a well-recognised consequence of non-penetrating trauma to the chest. Coronary arteriography has only rarely been performed after traumatic myocardial infarction, the coronary arteries usually being normal; as mentioned, it is unclear whether the infarct results from myocardial contusion or from direct injury to a coronary artery which then recanalises. The long interval between the trauma and the development of the tachycardia in cases 1 and 3 is noteworthy.

We could not induce tachycardia during the electrophysiological investigation in case 1; a pacing electrode was not inserted into the left ventricle and because of the origin of the tachycardia close to the aneurysm, the right ventricular electrode was almost certainly too distant to allow us to demonstrate the features later seen at intra-operative mapping. At operation re-entrant tachycardia could be provoked from the left border of the aneurysm, with slowing of conduction between normal and abnormal myocardium which could produce changes in refractoriness. At operation it was not feasible to examine the response of the delayed afterpotential to critically timed premature ventricular beats or to assess the pattern of intramyocardial conduction with plunge electrodes.

The successful response to cryoablation after epicardial mapping emphasises the potential value of this approach to the treatment of refractory ventricular tachycardia. This emerges from observations that long-term survivors who had undergone aneurysmectomy for recurrent ventricular tachycardia relapsed after operation when epicardial mapping and cryoablation were not performed; the arrhythmias might have persisted because the initiating site located in the margin of the aneurysm was not destroyed. We believe that this is the first occasion in which cryoablation has been used for the treatment of this form of tachycardia. However, medical management may well succeed (cases 2 and 3).

In case 4 the development of electrocardiographic changes consistent with acute myocardial infarction and left axis deviation after chest trauma poses several questions, and raises medicolegal aspects. Left axis deviation in this context implies a disturbance of conduction in the left bundle-branch, perhaps by the effects of contusion. Despite the normal coronary arteries and left ventricular function, it is possible that further electrophysiological manifestations may appear later, including a greater degree of heart block, even left bundle-branch block. With greater awareness of the possible electrophysiological effects of injury to the heart, other cases similar to ours will be recognised, and a history of trauma to the chest should be sought in otherwise unexplained arrhythmias and conduction disturbances.
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